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Credits: Layer Cake, Mick La Rock, The Versus Project, Mixed Media on Canvas, 2020 

 

Together, but apart – such was the genesis of the works of art in the new exhibition in 
the project Space of the URBAN NATION Museum. The Munich artist duo Layer Cake 
– consisting of graffiti veterans Patrick Hartl and Christian Hundertmark – worked with 
13 different to create the same number of works.  

Across all the works, one of the most important rules of graffiti was turned on its head: 
Never paint over the pictures of other writers(“no crossing”/“not going over”). Hun-
dertmark and Hartl began by working on canvases in their studio, which they then sent 
unfinished to the guest artists. They in turn engaged in the painting process with no 
consultation, adding their own style and stances. 
The reacted, added, modified, erased, and sent the works back. Layer upon layer, a 
dynamic game developed between the participants until a common composition was 
found. 

http://www.urban-nation.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The third round: Christian Hundertmark working on a canvas which the Swiss artist Bust had returned with 
his additions. Credits: Layer Cake, Bust, The Versus Project, 2019. 

 
The Versus Project is an artistic experiment in communication, challenging dialogue, 
the struggle for a final form. It took as long as two years for some of the works to be 
created. How does this process affect personal artistic expectations and practices? And 
how far does the acceptance and mutual trust go that all the participants must show 
each other within this conceptual framework? 

Layer Cake describes the work process as follows: 
“After six years of working together as Layer Cake, we really didn’t realise how much 
you can lure artists out of their own comfort zone with such uncompromising teamwork. 
or us, this kind of collaborative effort feels normal now, but for some of the guest artists 
it was almost a challenging experience of their own limitations.”  

Although all the artists adopted their own approach – abstract, figurative or formal – the 
final exhibition displays common gestures and interests, thus conveying the mutual con-
nections. The Versus Project is also an experiment in friendship and relationships within 
a personal network. 

 

Interviews and materials 
Patrick Hartl and Christian Hundertmark are available for interviews. Royalty-free im-
ages are available in advance on request. Please get in touch if interested via: pr@ur-
ban-nation.com or 030 4708-1536. 
 
An exhibition catalogue can be purchased on site.  
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Layer Cake – The Versus Project 
4 July to 31 December 2021 
Curated by Patrick Hartl and Christian Hundertmark 
 

Vernissage  
3 July 2021, from 15.00 
Project Space at the URBAN NATION Museum 
Bülowstrasse 97, 10783 Berlin 
 

Exhibition opening hours 
Tues, Weds   10.00–18.00 
Thurs–Sun  12.00–20.00  
 

Participating artists: Layer Cake (Patrick Hartl and Christian Hundertmark),  
Chaz Bojorquez (Los Angeles/US), Mick La Rock/Aileen Middel (Amsterdam / NL), Se-
bastian Wandl (Munich/DE), Dave the Chimp (Berlin/DE), Bisco Smith (New York/US), 
Vincent Abadie Hafez (Zepha) (Toulouse/FR), Formula 76 (Hamburg / DE), Usugrow 
(Tokyo/JP), Bust (Basel/CH), Jake (Amsterdam/NL), Egs (Helsinki/FI), Imaone (To-
kyo/JP) and Flavien (Apt/FR). 

For more information, please go to http://urban-nation.com. Follow URBAN NATION on 

Instagram and Facebook.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About URBAN NATION 

The URBAN NATION museum is a unique institution for the exhibition, 
promotion and documentation of urban and street art. We conceive, create 
and realise exhibitions – both in the museum and in the public arena. Housed within 
the museum, the Martha Cooper Library is a world leading 
institution for archiving and the history of urban, and a 
place where scientists, curators and artists can network. 
The URBAN NATION museum is a project of the Berliner Leben foundation founded by 
the state-owned housing association Gewobag, which takes responsibility for the city with pro-
jects 
covering education, art and integration, and has made 
a long-term commitment to creating liveable neighbourhoods for Berlin’s urban society. 
In line with this socio-political mission, the museum 
promotes Berlin’s urban children and young people through its cultural education and learning  
projects. 

http://urban-nation.com/
https://www.instagram.com/urbannation_berlin/?hl=de
https://www.facebook.com/urbannationberlin/?fref=nf

